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Multiferroic heterostructures comprising ferroelectric and ferroferrimagnetic constituents have recently
attracted considerable interest due to the strong coupling between magnetic and electric properties which may
have interesting applications. Here we investigate the magnetoelectric coupling at the ferrimagnetic/
ferroelectric Fe3O4 /BaTiO3001 interfaces within the framework of density-functional theory. The coupling in
this system originates from the interface bonding sensitive to atomic displacements at the interface and leads
to the change in the interface magnetization when the polarization of the ferroelectric layer reverses. We
consider two types of interface terminations of Fe3O4 which have different iron cation valence and oxygen
atom environment. We find that the magnitude of the magnetoelectric coupling is stronger for the oxygen-
deficient Fe3O4 /BaTiO3001 interface. The sensitivity to the interface oxygen content suggests that oxidation
or oxygen vacancies at the interface may play an important role in determining the strength of the interface
magnetoelectric coupling.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.78.104405 PACS numbers: 75.70.Cn, 75.70.Ak, 75.80.q
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiferroic materials have recently attracted much scien-
tific interest due to enhanced and unconventional magneto-
electric ME coupling between ferroelectricity and
ferromagnetism.1–3 The coupling in such materials allows the
electric control of magnetic polarization4 and the magnetic
control of electric polarization.5 In a broader vision, magne-
toelectric effects include not only the coupling between the
order parameters, but also involve related phenomena such
as an electrically controlled exchange bias,6,7 electrically
controlled magnetocrystalline anisotropy,8–11 and the effect
of ferroelectricity on spin transport.12–16 Tailoring the mag-
netization, exchange bias, and magnetic anisotropy by elec-
tric fields opens unexplored avenues for device applications
of magnetoelectric heterostructures.
There are two major sources of magnetoelectric coupling.
An intrinsic ME coupling occurs in compounds in which
time-reversal and space-inversion symmetries are absent. In
such materials, an external electric field displaces the mag-
netic ions, eventually changing the exchange interactions be-
tween them and hence the magnetic properties of the
compound.17 A reverse effect is observed when an external
magnetic field is applied. A different mechanism of ME cou-
pling may occur in composites of piezoelectric ferroelectric
and magnetostrictive ferro- or ferrimagnetic compounds. In
such structures the coupling is mediated by strain across in-
terfaces. Here, an applied electric field induces strain in the
piezoelectric constituent which is mechanically transferred to
the magnetostrictive constituent where it induces a magneti-
zation. In recent years, composite multiferroics have been
intensively studied.9,18–23 Such composites can be fabricated
in the form of multilayers of alternating ferroelectric and
ferroferrimagnetic layers9,10 or vertically aligned columnar
nanostructures.18,19 The importance of composite multiferro-
ics follows from the fact that none of the existing single
phase multiferroic materials combine large and robust elec-
tric and magnetic polarizations at room temperature.1–3
In addition to aforementioned mechanisms of ME cou-
pling, two other mechanisms have recently been proposed
based on theoretical studies.24,25 In both cases the ME cou-
pling is confined to the interface of the composite constitu-
ents. Duan et al.24 demonstrated that the interface bonding
may be the source of the interface ME effect. Using
Fe /BaTiO3001 multilayer as a representative model they
showed that atomic displacements at the interface caused by
ferroelectric switching change the overlap between atomic
orbitals at the interface that affects the interface magnetiza-
tion. A similar effect was recently found for
Co2MnSi /BaTiO3 interface.26 Another kind of the interface
ME effect has been predicted by Rondinelli et al.25 They
found that the ME effect may be mediated by free carriers at
the interface between a nonmagnetic, nonpolar insulator and
a ferromagnetic metal. In this case, an electric field results in
the accumulation of spin-polarized carriers at the metal-
insulator interface producing a change in the interface mag-
netization.
The previous studies of the interface ME effect in
Fe /BaTiO3001 system24 found the induced magnetic mo-
ment of about 0.3 B on the interfacial Ti atoms due to the
overlap between Ti and magnetic Fe orbitals. Ferroelectric
displacements cause magnetic moments of Ti and Fe atoms
at the interfaces to deviate from their values in the paraelec-
tric state. Differences of about 0.1 and 0.2 B in the mag-
netic moments of Fe and Ti atoms, respectively, were found
for the two opposite polarization orientations in BaTiO3 in-
dicating a large ME effect. The predicted phenomenon is
qualitatively different from the “standard” magnetoelectric
effect which is the volume effect and for which the magne-
tization is a linear function of the applied electric field. In
this case the magnetoelectric effect is confined to the inter-
face and represents a change of the interface magnetization
at the coercive field of the ferroelectric. These results are
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very promising, demonstrating new kind of ME phenomenon
which has potential for multifunctional device applications.
However, growth of high quality Fe films on BaTO3 films
resulting in the epitaxial Fe /BaTiO3001 interface may be
challenging due to possible oxidation of the Fe film.
In this article, we consider magnetite Fe3O4 as a mag-
netic material to avoid the oxidation problem. Magnetite is a
ferrimagnet and has interesting magnetic and transport prop-
erties. Besides having been used for thousands of years as a
magnetic material in compasses, in recent years it has be-
come a potential candidate for spintronics and magnetoelec-
tric devices.27–31 Interestingly, at low temperatures, Fe3O4
becomes magnetoelectric32 and shows a magnetically addres-
sable small polarization as well.33 Here we investigate the
interface magnetoelectric coupling in Fe3O4 /BaTiO3001
heterostructure using density-functional theory. This choice
of materials is also motivated by the recent experimental
studies showing the possibility of epitaxial growth of high
quality Fe3O4 thin films on ferroelectric BaTiO3.
23 By con-
sidering two different interface terminations of Fe3O4, we
explore the effect of oxygen atom environment on the mag-
nitude of the ME effect.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II,
we present the calculation methodology and discuss the elec-
tronic and atomic structures of the bulk Fe3O4 and
Fe3O4 /BaTiO3001 interfaces. In Sec. III we study the ef-
fect of interfacial atomic bonding and ferroelectric switching
on the magnetization at the interface using the details of the
electronic structure of the interface. Concluding remarks are
given in Sec. IV.
II. CALCULATION METHODOLOGY AND INTERFACE
MODEL
At room temperature bulk Fe3O4 magnetite crystallizes
in the inverted cubic spinel structure space group Fd3m
and has chemical formula Fe↓AFe2↑BO4 as shown in
Fig. 1a. Figure 1b shows the layer by layer structure of
Fe3O4. There are two distinct Fe cation sites: tetrahedron A
sites and octahedron B sites. Fe atoms in the two sites have
magnetic moments oriented in the opposite directions, as in-
dicated by arrows in the chemical formula given above. In
the ionic picture, the A sites are occupied by Fe3+ cations,
whereas B sites are occupied by an equal number of ran-
domly distributed Fe2+ and Fe3+ cations. Alternatively, one
can also envisage the extra electron hopping on B sites Fe3+
cations giving rise to conducting states at the Fermi level.
Magnetite is a ferrimagnet with an anomalously high critical
temperature of 860 K. The ferrimagnetic ordering arises due
to the strong antiferromagnetic coupling between Fe cations
on A and B sublattices. The Fe cations are coupled ferromag-
netically within the B sublattice. At room temperature, mag-
netite is a poor metal. It undergoes a first-order metal-
insulator Verway transition at 120 K with crystal structure
changing from cubic to monoclinic.34 The physical mecha-
nism of the Verway transition is still a subject of debate.35–37
We use density-functional theory38 DFT with the pro-
jected augmented wave PAW method,39 as implemented
within Vienna Ab-Initio Simulation Package VASP.40 The
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhoff41 PBE form of the generalized
gradient approximation GGA for exchange and correlation
is employed along with a standard plane-wave basis set with
a kinetic-energy cutoff of 520 eV. The bulk calculations are
performed using the 888 Monkhorst-Pack42 k-point
mesh for the BaTiO3 and Fe3O4. The calculations are con-
verged to 10−4 eV /cell and the structures are relaxed until
the largest force becomes less than 0.04 eV /Å.
Experimental and calculated values of the lattice constant,
magnetic moment per formula unit, and magnetic moments
of FeA and FeB ions in Fe3O4 are presented in Table I.
The calculated lattice constant 8.391 Å is in excellent agree-
ment with the reported experimental value 8.394 Å.43 Figure
2a shows the total density of states of Fe3O4, and Figs. 2b
and 2c show the partial density of states projected onto Fe
octahedron B sites and tetrahedron A sites. As evident from
Fig. 2a, the Fermi level lies in the band gap of the majority-
spin channel, rendering the magnetite a half metal. Further, it
is clear from Figs. 2b and 2c that the conducting states at
the Fermi level are derived predominantly from 3d orbitals
of Fe cations at the octahedron B sites. The results are con-
sistent with the previous theoretical work.44
We note, however, that the half metallic behavior of mag-
netite has not been established experimentally. In particular,
the electronic band structure of Fe3O4 has been investigated
extensively using photoelectron spectroscopy techniques
see, e.g., Ref. 45. The interpretation of valence-band pho-
toemission spectra is still a matter of debate. Spin polariza-
tion up to 80% has been measured on Fe3O4111 surface as
compared to band theory prediction of 100%. We note that
the photoemission data include a contribution from the sur-
face electronic structure which may not have half metallic
properties. Indeed, DFT study of Fe3O4 100 surface shows
significant reduction of the spin polarization at the Fermi
level compared to the bulk density of states suggesting the
role of surface states in reduction of spin-polarization
value.45 Another mechanism which may lead to the deviation
from the half metallic behavior is the admixture of minority-
spin states and the “insulating” majority-spin states due to
noncollinear spin moments at elevated temperatures.46
The nature and degree of electronic correlations in mag-
netite is another issue which remains under study. It is be-
lieved that at temperatures below the Verwey transition,
where the magnetite is in the insulating state, the on-site
FIG. 1. Color online Atomic structure of bulk Fe3O4: a Cubic
unit cell of Fe3O4; b plane by plane 001 structure of Fe3O4.
Planes numbered as 1, 3, 5, 7 and 2, 4, 6, 8 designate FeA and
FeBO2 planes, respectively. Blue and red circles indicate Fe and O
atoms.
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Coulomb interaction plays an important role and has to be
taken into account.47–49 We have studied the electronic struc-
ture of room-temperature cubic phase of bulk magnetite
within the local spin-density approximation LSDA and
LSDA plus on-site Coulomb interaction the LSDA+U
method50. We do not find any significant changes in the
magnetization of magnetite with LSDA+U except for an en-
hanced gap in the density of states for majority-spin elec-
trons. Also it has been shown in Ref. 45 that LSDA calcula-
tions are in very good agreement with the photoemission
data for Fe3O4. Due to these successes of the LSDA, we feel
that it is reasonable for the magnetization related studies car-
ried out in this paper.
The Fe3O4 /BaTiO3001 interface is simulated by build-
ing up supercells consisting of Fe3O4 001 layers on top of
BaTiO3 001 layers. The 001 film orientation is consistent
with the recently performed experimental work.23 We assume
that BaTiO3 serves as a substrate for Fe3O4 film. Therefore,
the lateral in-plane lattice constants of epitaxial Fe3O4 are
strained by −3.8% to match twice the calculated bulk
BaTiO3 lattice constant see Table I. The resulting compres-
sive strain in the Fe3O4 film is accommodated by elongation
along the out-of-plane lattice constant in the growth direc-
tion. The corresponding out-of-plane lattice constant of
Fe3O4 is calculated by minimizing the total energy of the
appropriately strained Fe3O4 unit cell. Lattice constants,
magnetic moment per formula unit, and magnetic moments
of FeA and FeB ions in the strained bulk Fe3O4 are pre-
sented in Table I. It is seen that the in-plane compression
results in small changes in the local magnetic moments. Den-
sities of states of the strained bulk Fe3O4 are similar to those
of the unstrained Fe3O4 shown in Fig. 2.
The supercells are constructed of six unit cells 12 mono-
layers of BaTiO3 001 with one unit cell 8 monolayers of
Fe3O4 001 on top in epitaxial arrangement, as shown in
Fig. 3a. We chose TiO2 surface termination of BaTiO3
001 and FeA and FeO2B surface terminations of Fe3O4
001 at the interface. The TiO2-terminated surface of
BaTiO3 has been found more energetically favorable over
BaO-terminated surface in the previous study of Fe /BaTiO3
TABLE I. Theoretical and experimental values of lattice constants in Å, magnetic moments per formula
unit in B, and electric polarizations in C /m2.
Material a
Å
c /a Magn. mom.
B
Polar.
C /m2
Fe3O4 Bulk Calc. 8.391 4.00
exp.a 8.394 4.07
FeA calc. −3.47
FeB calc. 3.56
O calc. 0.08
Fe3O4 Strained calc. 8.06 1.08 4.00
FeA calc. −3.38
FeB calc. 3.50
O calc. 0.08
BaTiO3 calc. 4.03 0.33
exp. 4.01 0.30
aReference 43.
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FIG. 2. Density of states DOS of bulk Fe3O4: a The total
DOS; b DOS projected onto the Fe d orbitals at octahedron B
sites; c DOS projected onto the Fe d orbitals at tetrahedron A
sites; d DOS projected onto the O p orbitals at octahedron sites.
The Fermi energy is indicated by the dashed line.
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heterostructures24 see also Ref. 51. The surface unit cell of
TiO2-terminated BaTiO3001 has 22R45° periodicity
and contains two Ti atoms and four O atoms as shown in Fig.
3b. We consider two different interface terminations of
Fe3O4. The FeA-terminated surface contains Fe cations on
tetrahedron A sites, whereas FeO2B-terminated surface
contains Fe cations on octahedron B sites in addition to O
anions. Figures 3c and 3d show the surface unit cells of
FeA and FeO2B-terminated Fe3O4001 surfaces at the
Fe3O4 /BaTiO3001 interfaces. Density-functional calcula-
tions of the electronic and anomic structure for the
Fe3O4 /BaTiO3001 superlattice are performed using 66
1 Monkhorst-Pack mesh of k points in the Brillouin zone.
III. MAGNETOELECTRIC COUPLING
Here we calculate and analyze induced magnetic mo-
ments on the interfacial atoms and the resulting change of
these moments due to electric polarization reversal in the
ferroelectric BaTiO3 film. This change determines the inter-
face magnetoelectric effect.
The total energy of the Fe3O4 /BaTiO3001 structure with
respect to the cell size and atomic coordinates of all the
atoms is minimized using the procedure as follows: First, the
length of the supercell along the z direction, normal to the
planes, is determined by varying the interplanar distances
keeping the in-plane lattice constants fixed. Afterwards, the
total energy of the supercell is minimized with respect to all
the atomic coordinates keeping all the lattice constants un-
changed. For the six unit-cell BaTiO3 film, the minimum-
energy structure demonstrates the presence of a nonzero
ferroelectric polarization in the BaTiO3. Relative displace-
ments of Ti atoms with respect to O atoms in the middle of
BaTiO3 film are found to be about 0.10 Å. These values are
close to the bulk values of 0.11 Å which correspond to the
calculated polarization of 0.33 C /m2 of the bulk BaTiO3.
We note that reducing the BaTiO3 film thickness below
six unit cells leads to the quenching of the ferroelectric state.
This result is different from the previous findings showing
that the critical thickness for ferroelectricity can be as small
as one to three unit cells of the thin film.24,52–56 We attribute
this difference to the interface bonding which in the case of
Fe3O4 /BaTiO3001 is rather strong resulting in pinning the
positions of the interface atoms which is detrimental to the
formation of the soft mode in the ferroelectric film.55 Also
screening of the polarization charges by Fe3O4 is not as
strong as that by normal metals such as Fe leading to the
increased critical thickness of BaTiO3.
The calculations find induced magnetic moments on Ti
and O atoms and modified magnetic moments on Fe atoms at
the left and right interfaces as compared to the bulk. The
magnitude of these moments depends on polarization orien-
tation in the BaTiO3 film. First we discuss the TiO2-FeA
interface shown in Figs. 3a–3c. Table II presents the mag-
netic moments on Ti, O, and Fe atoms for two polarization
states. The polarization pointing to right corresponds to Ti
atoms displaced to the right with respect to O atoms in
BaTiO3 and polarization pointing to left corresponds to Ti
atoms displaced to the left with respect to O atoms. The
induced magnetic moments on two Ti atoms at the interface
are 0.33 and 0.13 B when the polarization is pointing right.
However, the magnetic moments are reduced to −0.05 and
0.02 B as the electric polarization of the ferroelectric is
reversed. The difference in magnetic moments for two Ti
atoms at the left interface caused by polarization reversal is
FIG. 3. Color online The atomic structure of
BaTiO3 /Fe3O4001: a Supercell structure with TiO2-FeA inter-
face. The in-plane lattice constant is 2 times lattice constant of
bulk BaTiO3. L and R indicate left and right interfaces. b Top
view of the 22R45° surface unit cell of TiO2-terminated
BaTiO3001 surface as indicated by bold lines. 11 surface unit
cell is shown by a dashed line. c Top view of surface unit cell of
FeA-terminated Fe3O4001 interface as indicated by bold lines.
The dashed line shows the surface unit cell of cubic Fe3O4. Small
circles are Fe and O atoms on lower layers. d Top view of the
surface unit cell of FeO2B-terminated Fe3O4001 surface as in-
dicated by bold lines. The dashed line shows the surface unit cell of
cubic Fe3O4. Small circles are Fe and O atoms on lower layers.
TABLE II. Magnetic moments of Ti, O, and Fe atoms at the
TiO2-FeA interface in units of B for electric polarization point-
ing left to right 1 and right to left 2 in Fig. 3a.
Interface Atom 1 2 1−2
Ti 0.13 −0.05 0.18
Ti 0.35 0.02 0.33
Left O 0.01 0.01 0.00
O 0.01 0.01 0.00
O −0.10 −0.11 0.01
O −0.10 −0.11 0.01
Ti −0.03 0.16 −0.19
Ti 0.20 0.38 −0.18
Right O −0.10 −0.10 0.00
O −0.10 −0.10 0.00
O 0.03 0.02 0.01
O 0.03 0.02 0.01
Left Fe −3.35 −3.53 0.18
Right Fe −3.36 −3.30 −0.06
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therefore =0.33 and 0.18 B. The induced magnetic mo-
ments on O atoms are sizeable of about 0.1 B though the
net change under polarization reversal is negligible. The dif-
ference in magnetic moments of interface Fe atom is 
=0.18 B. Total change in the magnetic moment per surface
cell is about 0.6 B. We have verified the convergence of the
results by studying heterostructures composed of six unit
cells 12 monolayers of BaTiO3 and two unit cells 16
monolayers of Fe3O4. The observed changes in the magnetic
moments and their differences for two ferroelectric polariza-
tion cases are obtained to be less than 7%.
The origin of the induced magnetic moments at the inter-
face and their change with polarization orientation can be
understood from the site and orbital projected density of
states DOS shown in Fig. 4. As evident from Figs. 4a and
4b, Ti 3d states hybridize with exchange-split Fe 3d states.
The hybridization results in the formation of exchange-split
Ti 3d bonding and antibonding states, giving rise to induced
magnetic moment on Ti atoms. We note that the induced Ti
magnetic moments are aligned antiparallel to FeA magnetic
moment Table II. As seen from Figs. 4a and 4b, the
Ti 3d band is centered approximately 2 eV above the Fermi
energy and overlaps strongly with the minority-spin Fe 3d
band which is peaked at these energies. The bonding states
are created by the hybridization between the Fe and Ti 3d
orbitals and lie just below the Fermi energy. This implies an
induced magnetic moment on Ti atom is aligned antiparallel
to the magnetic moment of FeA atom.
When the electric polarization reverses, exchange-split
Ti-FeA3d bonding states are reduced significantly, as is
evident from Fig. 4a. This leads to the reduction of the
induced magnetic moments on Ti atoms from 0.35 and
0.13 B to 0.02 and −0.05 B at the left interface see Fig.
3a and Table I. The electric polarization reversal makes
the Ti atoms at the left interface move away from the in-
terfacial FeA atoms resulting in an increase in Ti-FeA
bond lengths from 2.45 and 3.27 Å to 2.64 and 3.45 Å,
respectively, which reduces the overlap between Ti 3d and
FeA3d states and, hence, the hybridization between them.
Changes at the right interface with polarization reversal
are similar to those observed at the left interface. This is seen
from Table II which shows the magnetic moments of Ti, Fe,
and O atoms at the right interface. The difference originates
from the fact that the considered unit cell does not have the
reflection symmetry in the paraelectric state of BaTiO3. This
means that, for the ferroelectric state on BaTiO3, the simul-
taneous reversal of the polarization and mirror reflection of
the supercell structure does not produce the identity transfor-
mation.
Next, we study TiO2-FeO2B interface. The TiO2001
and FeO2B 001 surfaces at the interface are shown in
Figs. 3b and 3d. The magnetic moments on Ti, O, and Fe
atoms at the left and right interfaces for two electric polar-
ization states right or left are presented in Table III. As seen
from this table, the induced magnetic moments on Ti atoms
at the left interface are −0.05 and −0.06 B when the electric
polarization is pointing right and −0.01 B when the electric
polarization is switched to left. The resulting difference in
magnetic moments of Ti atoms at the left interface caused by
polarization reversal is =−0.05 B. The smaller induced
magnetic moments and smaller changes in the moments with
polarization reversal as compared to the TiO2-FeA inter-
face can be explained by larger bond lengths and their
smaller change under polarization reversal. The Ti-FeB
bond length at the TiO2-FeB interface is about 2.90 Å and
changes by about 0.06 Å compared to 0.2 Å at the
TiO2-FeA interface when polarization reverses. The in-
duced magnetic moments on O atoms on TiO2 and FeO2
surfaces are sizeable and higher than those on Ti atoms.
However, the net change in the O magnetic moments under
polarization reversal is very small. The difference in the
magnetic moments of interface Fe atoms as the polarization
is reversed is =0.05 B. Table III also shows the mag-
netic moments of Ti, Fe, and O atoms at the right interface.
We further note that the induced magnetic moments on Ti
atoms and the difference caused due to polarization reversal
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FIG. 4. Color online Density of states DOS at the left
FeA-terminated interface of BaTiO3 /Fe3O4001: a DOS pro-
jected on the Ti 3d orbitals; b DOS projected on the FeA 3d
orbitals; c DOS projected on the O 2p orbitals. Solid and dashed
lines denote DOS for electric polarization pointing right and left,
respectively. Shaded plots are the DOS projected on FeA3d orbit-
als in the central monolayer of Fe3O4 b and on Ti 3d orbitals a
and O 2p orbitals in the central TiO2 monolayer of BaTiO3 which
can be regarded as bulk. The vertical line indicates the Fermi
energy.
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are smaller for the TiO2-FeO2B interface than those for the
TiO2-FeA interface. The total change in the magnetic mo-
ment per surface cell for the TiO2-FeO2B interface is about
0.2 B.
We see therefore that for both interface terminations mag-
netic moments of the atoms at the interface undergo a change
as the polarization of the ferroelectric reverses. Bulk magne-
toelectric properties of materials are quantified using a bulk
magnetoelectric coefficient which links the electric field and
the induced magnetization.1 For not too large electric fields
this relationship is linear. In our case the magnetoelectric
effect is confined to the interface and the relationship is non-
linear because the interface magnetization depends on the
ferroelectric polarization which is nonlinear function of an
applied electric field. Nevertheless, to have an estimate of the
strength of the interface ME effect we use a linear relation-
ship introduced in Ref. 57 between the induced interface
magnetization M and the applied electric field E:
0M = sE .
Here s is the surface magnetoelectric coefficient. To make
the estimate we assume that the polarization of BaTiO3 can
be switched at the coercive field of E=Ec=100 kV /cm re-
sulting in the change of the interface magnetic moment of
0.6 B per unit surface cell corresponding to the
TiO2-FeA interface. We find that the interface magnetoelec-
tric coefficient is then s2.110−10 G cm2 /V. This is
similar to the value of 2.210−10 G cm2 /V found at the
Fe /BaTiO3 interface.24 For the TiO2-FeO2B interface in the
Fe3O4 /BaTiO3 structure the surface magnetoelectric coeffi-
cient is smaller by a factor of three, i.e., s0.7
10−10 G cm2 /V.
It is interesting to compare the calculated magnitudes of
the surface magnetoelectric coefficient due to the interface
bonding mechanism this work and Duan et al.24 to that
resulting from the carrier mediated mechanism predicted by
Rondinelli et al.25 Rondinelli et al. found that the magneto-
electric effect may be produced by the spin-dependent
screening of the polarization charges at the SrTiO3 /SrRuO3
interface due to the polarization of the SrTiO3 layer induced
by an external electric field. The results of the calculations
by Rondinelli et al. suggest that for a seven unit cell thick
SrTiO3 layer a=3.85 Å the applied voltage of 27.8 mV
induces a net magnetic moment of 2.510−3 B per surface
unit cell. The corresponding magnetoelectric coefficient is
therefore s210−12 G cm2 /V. This value is lower by
about 2 orders in magnitude compared to those found in this
work and by Duan et al.24 This fact indicates that much
stronger magnetoelectric effects are expected at the
ferroelectric/ferromagnetic interfaces as the result of the
change in bonding properties due to ferroelectric displace-
ments.
Finally we would like to emphasize the fact that the pre-
dicted magnetoelectric effect is very sensitive to the choice
of the interface. We find that the magnetoelectric effect is
more pronounced for the case of TiO2-FeA interface than
that of TiO2-FeO2B. As was mentioned earlier in the sec-
tion, the TiO2-FeO2B interface has four extra oxygen atoms
than TiO2-FeA interface. These O atoms produce strong
bonds with interface Fe atoms reducing the hybridization
between Fe and Ti thus decreasing the magnitude of the in-
duced moments on interface Ti atoms. This leads to the re-
duction of the ME effect since it is primarily controlled by
the magnetic moments on Ti atoms sensitive to the Fe-Ti
bond length. This fact suggests that the amount of O at the
interface may play an important role in determining the mag-
netoelectric coupling caused by the atomic orbital overlap at
the ferroelectric/ferriferromagnetic interfaces. Therefore,
the strength of the magnetoelectric coupling may be con-
trolled by the degree of oxidation of the interfaces. Interest-
ingly, oxygen vacancies appear to change significantly sur-
face magnetic properties of Fe3O4 as reported in Ref. 58. Our
results suggest the possibility to observe a net magnetization
and its alteration induced by the ferroelectric polarization in
a Fe3O4 /BaTiO3 composite structure. However, the coupling
strength may depend on the interface between two materials,
viz., oxygen-rich TiO2-FeO2B and oxygen-deficient
TiO2-FeA.
TABLE III. Magnetic moments of Ti, O, and Fe atoms at the
TiO2-FeO2B interface in units of B for electric polarization
pointing left to right 1 and right to left 2 in Fig. 3a.
Interface Atom 1 2 1−2
Ti −0.06 −0.01 −0.05
Ti −0.05 −0.01 −0.04
Left O 0.12 0.14 −0.02
O 0.10 0.12 −0.02
O 0.00 0.00 0.00
O 0.01 0.01 0.00
Ti −0.01 −0.05 0.04
Ti −0.01 −0.05 0.04
Right O 0.14 0.12 0.02
O 0.12 0.10 0.02
O 0.01 0.01 0.00
O 0.01 0.01 0.00
Fe 3.66 3.71 −0.05
Fe 3.65 3.70 −0.05
Left O 0.02 0.03 −0.01
O 0.02 0.02 0.00
O 0.23 0.25 −0.02
O 0.25 0.26 −0.01
Fe 3.70 3.65 0.05
Fe 3.69 3.64 0.05
Right O 0.25 0.23 0.02
O 0.26 0.25 0.01
O 0.03 0.04 −0.01
O 0.04 0.03 0.01
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the magnetoelectric coupling at the
ferroelectric/ferrimagnetic Fe3O4 /BaTiO3001 interfaces.
We find that there are induced magnetic moments on inter-
face Ti and O atoms which are sensitive to ferroelectric dis-
placements in the ferroelectric BaTiO3. The reversal of the
ferroelectric polarization in BaTiO3 leads to the change of
the interface magnetization indicating a sizable magnetoelec-
tric effect. The magnitude of the magnetoelectric effect de-
pends on the interface termination. Two different interfaces
have been studied: oxygen-rich TiO2-FeO2B and oxygen-
deficient TiO2-FeA. We find that the effect is much stronger
for the oxygen-deficient BaTiO3 /Fe3O4 interface. This is due
to the bonding between Fe and Ti atoms which induces mag-
netic moments on the interface Ti atoms sensitive to the
Fe-Ti bond length. The magnitude of the magnetic moment
change per surface unit cell is predicted as large as 0.6 B
for the oxygen-deficient TiO2-FeA and 0.2 B for the
oxygen-rich TiO2-FeO2B interfaces. This leads to the inter-
face magnetoelectric coefficients of s2.1
10−10 G cm2 /V and of s0.0710−10 G cm2 /V for the
two interfaces, respectively. The sensitivity to the oxygen
content suggests that oxidation or oxygen vacancies at the
interface may play an important role in determining the
strength of the coupling. The predicted magnetoelectric ef-
fect is interesting from the point of view of controlling mag-
netic properties by electric fields and possible multifunc-
tional device applications.
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